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FACEI 

Humility is not subservience. A humble person is someone who knows 

that he does not know everything. It’s someone who knows he's not 

the only one who knows.  It’s someone who knows that he and 

another person will know a lot together. Someone who knows that he 

and another person will never know everything that can be known. 

Mário Sérgio Cortella 
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ABSTRACT 

This literature review article aims to show how effective acupuncture treatment 

is in labor. 

Acupuncture is a therapeutic method originating from Traditional Chinese 

Medicine, which consists of the stimulation of specific cutaneous points on the 

body through needles. 

According to Traditional Chinese Medicine, this stimulation has the ability to 

regulate the energy flow that is responsible for the physiology of the human 

body. The effectiveness of this therapy has led the World Health Organization to 

list diseases that can be treated by acupuncture, and recently this technique 

was recognized as a veterinary medical specialty in Brazil. The research of 

acupuncture is therefore of a great interest, since it can translate millennial 

knowledge, contributing to its acceptance and incorporation in modern 

medicine. 

Acupuncture has been increasingly used in the induction of labor because of 

the problems associated with pharmacological therapy, leading to a reduction in 

the average time of labor (ranging from 10 to 29 hours), psychological stress at 

the time of delivery, the number of failures in the labor induction process 

(16.6%), the need to instrumentalize labor (14%), the risk of uterine 

hyperstimulation, and increased cervical maturation rates. As the use of the 

acupuncture technique increases, an increase in the number of vaginal 

deliveries, greater parturient satisfaction, and a decrease in costs related to 

delivery can occur. 

Key words: acupuncture, history of acupuncture, labor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 

 

In the East, acupuncture has been used for preventive and therapeutic 

purposes for several millennia. In fact, stone and fishbone needles were used in 

China during the Stone Age (about 3,000 years BC). Ney Jing, or "Yellow 

Emperor's Classic on Internal Medicine," the classic and fundamental text of 

TCM, describes anatomical, physiological, pathological, diagnostic, and 

therapeutic aspects of disease in the light of Eastern medicine. In this treatise, it 

was already stated that blood flows continuously throughout the body, under the 

control of the heart. About 2000 years later, more precisely in 1628, William 

Harvey, would propose his theory on the blood circulation (ALTMAN, 1992). 

 

Acupuncture points (acupoints) 

 

Acupoints have been empirically determined over thousands of years of medical 

practice (RISTOL, 1997). Acupoint is a region of the skin where the 

concentration of sensory nerve endings is great. This region is in close relation 

with nerves, blood vessels, tendons, Periosteum and articular capsules (WU, 

1990). Its stimulation allows direct access to the 

SNC (FARBER & TIMO-IARIA, 1994). Morphofunctional studies have identified 

nerve plexuses, vascular elements, and muscle bundles as being the most 

likely receptor sites of acupoints. Other encapsulated receptors, especially the 

Golgi organ of the tendon and terminal bulbs of Krause can also be observed 

(HWANG, 1992). 

The acupoints have diverse electric properties of the adjacent areas: high 

conductance, less resistance, organized field patterns and electrical potential 

differences (ALTMAN, 1992). Hence, they are called low electrical resistance 

skin (PBRP) points and can be located on the surface of the skin through a dot 

locator. 

 

In Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), there are some fundamental concepts 

that allow the interpretation of physiology, pathology and treatment in an 



integrative way. Both the Yin / Yang theory and the Five Elements (Five 

Movements) facilitate professional action in the field of humanization, since they 

do not act in a mechanistic way. (MACIOCIA, 2007)   

 

                                              Childbirth 

 

Childbirth has always been seen as a physiological process accompanied by 

many feelings, fruits of great expectation that a mother and her baby experience 

the moment without great difficulties. (NAGAHAMA; SANTIAGO, 2011) The 

Ministry of Health began to see with concern the Brazilian cesarean index, 

which surpasses the 15% considered adequate. The highest incidence occurs 

in the private network, which currently makes 80% of deliveries by cesarean 

section, versus 40% of deliveriesr by surgery in the public network. (SILVANI, 

2010). There are many scientific studies that validate the beneficial role of 

acupuncture in gestation, delivery and postpartum, collaborating for the greater 

recognition of both health professionals and patients 

 

The Pregnant Woman and Traditional Chinese Medicine 

 

 Through the Yin / Yang philosophy we can understand that, in addition to many 

characteristics, yin corresponds to the feminine and yang to masculine. In 

gestation, woman finds herself in the fullness of Yin attributes: to shape form, to 

generate and to produce matter. (CAMPIGLIA, 2010) 

Since the fetus does not exhibit independent physiological activity, it remains 

dependent on the nutrition derived from the mother's kidney and from her own 

Jing. (CAMPIGLIA, 2010; MACIOCIA, 2007) 

 

It is the Water element that provides the adaptive and malleability capabilities 

that are highly needed in pregnancy. Therefore, for an adequate treatment of 

the pregnant woman, one must work by stimulating the Water element, having 

direct influence on the uterus, ovary, fetus and Jing of the mother. The 



strengthening of Jing allows the mother to transmit to the fetus the best 

conditions for him to develop his own Jing. (CAMPIGLIA, 2010) 

 

From this point of view it is possible to understand the other imbalances and 

discomforts due to pregnancy: nausea, headache, edema, insomnia, among 

others. If the Water element is deficient, other elements may be affected, 

causing an increase in feelings of discomfort. (CAMPIGLIA, 2010) 

 

Some parturient meridians participate more actively in the birth process, and 

may be a priority in treatment when specific symptoms are presented. The 

meridians are: Liver, Spleen, Triple Heater and Kidney. The liver is the most 

important organ in the storage of blood, which, among many things, contributes 

to many gynecological changes. This contribution of the liver influences two 

extraordinary vessels that are closely related to the uterus: Ren Mai and Chong 

Mai. Patterns of deficiency or stagnation of Liver Qi directly influence the 

balance of the uterus. (MACIOCIA, 2007) 

 

In labor, another determining factor is the muscular state of the parturient. The 

process of dilation of the cervix happens with the smooth muscles and in labor it 

is controlled by hormones. The perineum, composed of striated musculature, 

needs a mechanical action to alter its length and if its fibers do not have enough 

elasticity, they break during the process. (Cunningham, 2010) 

In the process of labor induction, acupuncture technique stimulates the 

neurohypophysics to release oxytocin, inducing uterine contractions and acts at 

the level of analgesia, increasing the threshold of the pregnant woman from 

pain 

The TCM practitioner should not interfere with the natural physiology process of 

the woman while she is under her own equilibrium. That is, interventions by 

TCM should only happen if the natural changes of the female organism - 

understood as physiological, emotional and psychological - at the time of 

pregnancy and childbirth are with some energy imbalance to perform their 



functions. (AUTEROCHE, 1987) 

In the follow-up to the parturient, the professional's first behavior should be to 

gather information about the mother's Jing. From these data, it can be 

estimated the physical and psychological adaptability of the woman in labor and 

act preventively, if necessary. (MACIOCIA, 2007, CAMPIGLIA, 2010) 

 

Interventions should be supported only when the energetic capacity of the 

parturient is insufficient to experience the necessary transformations in the 

infant's passage. With the information about Jing collected, the next stage of 

attention is about how the parturient perceived the first signs of labor. If there is 

a considerable mental / emotional imbalance at this time, the first intervention 

will be to harmonize the Shen of the parturient. (CAMPIGLIA, 2010; MACIOCIA, 

2007) 

 

With Shen in harmony, the next steps require some degree of professional 

sensitivity for interventions to occur at the right time. 

 

There are chains of events before each step sets in, and it is this observation 

time that requires more attention. (CAMPIGLIA, 2010) Before determining the 

impossibility of parturient dilatation, the Liver and Spleen meridians can be 

stimulated in order to contribute physiologically to this process. If this dilation is 

more difficult due to feelings of weakness or insecurity and fear of the woman in 

labor, the meridian of the Kidney should be toned. (CAMPIGLIA, 2010; 

MACIOCIA, 2007) 

 

Interventions may help reduce pain. The Liver is an active meridian in this 

process, but the triple Heater can be harmonized in cases of stagnation of Qi 

and Xue of the lower heater. (CAMPIGLIA, 2010; MACIOCIA, 2007). 

The meridians of the Kidney, Spleen, Liver and triple Heater gain great 

prominence for contributing in their functions in the harmonization of the 

symptoms present in this process. Accompanying them are a number of specific 



points and herbal remedies recognized to be beneficial to the physical and 

emotional balance of the parturient. And irrespective of these specific 

guidelines, meridians not mentioned should be taken into account through the 

information gathered in the anamnesis, where pre-constitutional provisions of 

women can be determinants for a healthy labor. ( CAMPIGLIA, 2010; 

MACIOCIA, 2007) 

Over the past ten years, more than 80 TCM researches on childbirth have 

validated the beneficial role of acupuncture in this period. The studies were 

carried out mainly by the institutions: Institute of Acupuncture and Moxibustion 

of China, Academy of Chinese Medical Sciences, Clinical and Cognitive 

Sciences Research Group, Faculty of Medical and Human Sciences, Institute of 

Brain, Behavior and Mental Health, Salford Royal Hospital , University of 

Manchester and Third Department of Neurology, Dongzhimen Hospital, Beijing 

University of Chinese Medicine. With high diversity in the objectives, 

encouraging results were collected. These researches encourage and 

complement the reflection of this work. (CHEN et al., 2014) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CONCLUSION 

 

In the development of this present bibliographic review study, the following 

conclusions could be reached; 

 

Unnecessary interventions at the time of childbirth diminish women's 

dominance, as well as their capacity of self-perception. 

 

The interpretation and performance through Traditional Chinese Medicine 

contribute in a complementary and integral way in the process of humanization 

of childbirth, providing analgesia, relaxation and comfort for the mother. 
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